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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Metasearch has evolved over the past five years to become one of the leading online travel solutions
for consumers and has resulted in a significant change to the online hotel sales ecosystem. As of
1

April, 2015 metasearch daily visits have increased 26% over the year prior . Inclusive hotel strategic
pricing is moving away from “rate parity” and adding more complex fences in a shift toward microtargeted direct-to-consumer pricing. Although still in a state of flux, recent rulings have put rate
parity clauses in online travel agency agreements in question. While the impact that these rulings
may have on hotels and OTAs is unknown, regardless of the final outcome, the big winners with the
evolution of pricing are consumers and metasearch companies.

“Today knowledge has power. It controls access to opportunity and
advancement.” — Peter Drucker
This paper begins to untangle the mysteries of metasearch providing the reader with a stronger
understanding of functionality, connectivity, bid management, business model, user experience, and
more. Advanced and novice metasearch marketers can utilize the tools and insight to help marketers
and their companies understand how to build stronger partnerships with metasearch providers.

1 SimilarWeb analysis daily visits for Momondo, Skyscanner, Trivago, and Kayak
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DEFINITIONS
Following is a list of definitions of common terms used throughout this paper.
Algorithm: a process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations, especially
by a computer.
API: an acronym for Application Programming Interface, which is a set of routines, protocols, and tool for building
software applications. The API specifies how software components should interact and identifies an endpoint
through which systems can exchange data (e.g. shopping for availability results or booking reservations).
Bid Management: the process of managing bids on Meta sites. Several vendors have built Bid Management
software to automatically control bids based on the hotels’ defined strategies.
Consumer: a person interested in searching for and booking a hotel room.
Deep Link: a hypertext link that links to a specific page on a website other than its home page. The “deep” refers
to the depth of the page in a website’s hierarchical structure (e.g. providing access to the availability results page
in an Online Distribution Channel’s booking engine instead of the initial page of the booking engine).
Metasearch: a website that aggregates pricing data from various online points of sale enabling a consumer to
compare pricing. For the purposes of this paper, the terms “Metasearch” and “Meta” refer to travel-specific
metasearch companies that aggregate rates and availability from multiple sources that typically include the
Supplier and various OTAs. On a Meta website suppliers and OTAs compete with each other in attracting the
consumer’s action. Examples of popular Metasearch sites are TripAdvisor, Trivago, SkyScanner, Google Hotel
Finder, Kayak, Qunar, and Wego.
OTA: an acronym for Online Travel Agency, a website that offers consumers the ability to research and book
travel. Large, generalized OTAs provide access to hundreds of thousands of hotels, but smaller OTAs that serve
specific markets also exist. Examples of popular OTAs are Agoda, Amoma, Ctrip, Expedia, Travelocity,
Booking.com, Agoda, eLong, and Priceline.
Online Distribution Channels: any online travel site that sells hotel rooms including OTAs, wholesalers, and
Supplier sites.
Supplier: individual Hotel or Hotel Brand.
Tracking Pixel: the process of using a pixel or transparent gif to track ad impressions, visits, or events on a
webpage. A snippet of code including the pixel request is provided by the third party that wants to track user
behavior and placed on webpage(s) of the Online Distribution Channel’s booking engine.
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OVERVIEW
WHAT IS METASEARCH
“Metasearch is the hottest thing in travel. Travel Metasearch is a lead-generation platform that allows
consumers to compare rates from multiple online travel agencies and Suppliers, usually in a single
grid.”

2

Metasearch engines enable consumers to enter search criteria once and receive results from multiple
websites simultaneously. Metasearch marketing is an online advertising format that, in hospitality,
requires either real-time or cached room availability and pricing in addition to daily campaign and
bid management. It is usually employed based on a cost per click (CPC) model (although some sites
utilize a cost per acquisition (CPA) model).
The first metasearch engines (SearchSavvy and MetaCrawler) were created in 1994 as tools to
aggregate in a compiled list the results from various search engines and/or databases. Metasearch
engines appear in multiple commercial categories but have proven to be especially effective and
useful in the hotel space where the traveler may view information about multiple hotels and
compare prices for each hotel on a single screen. Once the traveler has selected his preferred
booking site by clicking on it, he is redirected to it. As a result, metasearch has established itself as a
critical element in hoteliers’ distribution landscape: “Well over a third of online travel shoppers in all
3

markets already use metasearch sites to compare flights, hotels and other travel products.” In order
to ensure the best results and return on investment, hoteliers should monitor the sites as part of
their distribution and revenue management strategy.
The graph below shows the chronological evolution of Metasearch within the travel industry.

2

Skift Report #8 2014 “Travel Metasearch: What’s coming next”
Phocuswright: European Consumer Travel Report, 4th Edition – September 2013
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WHY IS METASEARCH IMPORTANT?
Metasearch popularity amongst consumers has grown quickly due to its ease of use and its
efficiency as a one-stop shop enabling a search for hotel rates across multiple channels in global
markets. This efficiency results in higher conversion rates by bringing qualified customers to an
Online Distribution Channel website, whether it be the Supplier’s own site or a third-party site such
as an OTA. Once the consumer arrives, the Online Distribution Channel has the potential to capture
incremental revenue by offering upsells and creating brand loyalty.
Metasearch should be an integral part of a hotel’s distribution strategy and is a vital tool for
Suppliers to actively manage because it can drive direct bookings, grow brand awareness,
potentially lower distribution costs relative to the margin negotiated, and enable research to
uncover rate parity/loading issues.
“Ultimately, metasearch is an opportunity for us (Suppliers) to display the rates that are available on
our direct channels. So if ultimately we have an opportunity to be able to sell lower rates though our
channels, then we could look to perhaps to sell them and market them through metasearch.”
4

4

Skift Report – The State of Travel Metasearch in 2015
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Hoteliers should be aware that MetaSearch is separate from their Search Engine Optimization efforts.
Even if they have optimized both their paid and organic search results, they can still lose traffic to
OTAs via Hotel Ads (as can be seen in the graphic shown below):

FUNCTIONALITY
BASIC OVERVIEW
When a consumer searches for a hotel using a Meta site, the site’s engine will gather pricing data
from multiple Online Distribution Channels and hopefully from the Supplier, too. Searches are based
on standard travel search criteria (destination/hotel, check-in date, check-out date, etc.) and results
are displayed based on the engine’s unique and complex search/sort algorithms. An Online
Distribution Channel usually pays a Meta site based on the number of clicks, each of which
represents a consumer that has arrived at the Channel’s site by a click at the Meta site. The payment
process and timing are based on the specific business model being utilized by the Meta site and are
further explored in subsequent sections of this paper. The final sort order and display of results that
a Meta presents to the consumer are determined by a proprietary algorithm that takes into account
various factors such as, popularity of location, user/site ratings of the properties, bids placed, etc.
Each Meta has a unique sort algorithm, and no protocol currently exists for how Meta sites display
prices, inclusive or exclusive of taxes. Online Distribution Channels may manage their costs via a
manual or automated Bid Management process.
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When a consumer clicks on the Online Distribution Channel of interest presented in the search
results, she is typically clicking on a booking link that automatically redirects her (via a deep link
with the requested search criteria), to the Online Distribution Channel’s booking engine. As the
consumer’s travel search criteria is automatically populated, the transition is frictionless and the
booking process is simplified. When a reservation is completed, the reservation and guest details
are typically transferred automatically to the hotel. The graph below depicts the basic flow of
information for the typical Meta site.

GRAPHIC 1a METASEARCH FUNCTIONALITY BASIC OVERVIEW

DETAILED OVERVIEW
The detailed logistics of metasearch functionality are unique to each Meta Company and can be
quite complex. Expanding on the graphic above, most Meta sites send out live (real time)
“shopping” requests to participating Online Distribution Channels and then present the aggregated
results to the user. The large and continually increasing volume of search queries from multiple
Metas can consume a great deal of the booking engine’s bandwidth. Some Meta sites keep a copy
of this data in a short-term cache (local database) that is continually updated during the course of
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the day as consumers generate searches. As this cached data is hosted locally, availability results
can be displayed more quickly for each consumer search, but may also be less accurate.
To date, there is no standard technical method to retrieve the availability information and deep link
a consumer to his chosen Online Distribution Channel. Some Meta sites have released their own
internet-based API specifications, some have used the OpenTravel Alliance specifications, and
others have moved forward with APIs provided by the Online Distribution Channels.
An Online Distribution Channel must usually sign a commercial agreement with a Meta site before
its data will be displayed to consumers. While a hotel or hotel company may choose not to
participate directly with a Meta, its property(ies) are likely to appear anyway as a result of the
inventory being distributed through an OTA that is participating with the Meta.
Like online travel agencies, Meta sites have created their own logics for how they display search
results. Typically this is based on a bidding model enabling Online Distribution Channels to bid the
amount that they are willing to pay for each consumer who clicks the link into their booking engine.
This method necessitates that Meta sites provide an interface for bidders to manually (extranet) or
automatically (API) update their bids for each hotel.
Suppliers may connect their rates and availability, static hotel content, and bidding information to
the Meta sites through a number of different methods. Most hotel brands’ own CRSs, PMSs, thirdparty CRSs, connectivity providers, channel managers, bid management companies, and other
technology intermediaries have built direct API connectivity to the most common Meta sites.
The graph below depicts the basic flow of information for a typical Meta site.
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GRAPHIC 1b METASEARCH FUNCTIONALITY DETAILED OVERVIEW

BUSINESS MODEL
Metasearch companies’ primary sources of revenue are referral and advertising fees that are paid by
the Online Distribution Channels. “Kayak currently generates roughly 55% of its revenue from
5

advertising, and 45% from distribution and referrals.” Generally speaking, commercial agreements
will define whether the fees to be paid will be based on CPC or CPA.

CPC (COST PER CLICK)
CPC is a fee paid by an Online Distribution Channel to a Meta Site whenever a consumer clicks on its
specific rate offering for a given property (see Graphic 1b). The fee is due regardless of whether or
not the consumer makes a booking after clicking on the deep link. CPC fees may be based on a
number of factors including source market, target market, seasonality, bid rank, etc. Significant
variances between one Meta and another may result from weighing additional factors such as
5

Piper Jaffray Research, August 2012; Morgan Stanley Research August 2012 (Metasearch in the Online Travel Ecosystem)
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projected volume and click- spend. The Meta companies calculate CPC fees based on these multiple
factors by employing unpublished, proprietary algorithms that may change at any time.
CPA (COST PER ACQUISITION)
CPA is a fee paid by an Online Distribution Channel when it acquires a customer through a Meta
site, or more simply, when a consumer who initiated a search on a Meta makes a booking on a
Channel. Many hotel marketers view this as a commission paid to the MetaSearch channel. The
booking process may take place on a Supplier’s brand website, an OTA’s website, an OTA whitelabeled booking form, or in some cases, a Meta site’s booking utility that functions on behalf of a
Channel, but the CPA fee is due regardless of where the booking is made. CPA fees can be either a
fixed amount or a percentage commission based on the value of the booking’s revenue, and they
may be based on either gross bookings or on actual consumed stays. In some cases the fee may be
variable based on a bidding auction. A Meta site may require that a tracking pixel be placed on an
Online Distribution Channel’s website in order to project expected compensation, especially when a
booking is made for a stay that will occur months in the future.
Meta sites rely on Online Distribution Channels to make timely payments based on invoices, credit
card charges, or their centralized commission processing departments and to provide all relevant
reporting. A CPA relationship that is based on consumed stays maybe subject to periodic audits by
the Meta site.
CPC vs. CPA?
Most Meta sites typically work in the CPC model and most Suppliers generally prefer the CPA
model. Meta sites argue that the CPC fee model can 1) provide better visibility into market
opportunity and 2) provide hotels potentially lower distribution costs if properly optimized.
Suppliers on the other hand prefer the CPA model for a number of reasons: 1) a simpler formula
which makes the meta campaign easier to understand, set up and manage, 2) an identified fixed
cost per transaction (a standard concept in online distribution.

BID MANAGEMENT
Meta sites offer bidding models by which Online Distribution Channels may bid for listing positions
or advertising space. Bidding is separate from the connectivity that enables Meta sites to display
accurate rates and availability. Several types of services exist to enable or assist with bidding.


The Meta sites themselves typically offer a user interface (extranet) where Suppliers may bid
manually. Manual bidding is a viable option for a single property or a small handful of hotels,
but realistically, it is not scalable.
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A few specialty providers offer automated bidding tools that use sophisticated algorithms.
These providers crunch enormous volumes of data to enable large hotel groups and thirdparty CRSs to optimize their bidding for thousands of hotels. Examples of such providers are
DerbySoft, Koddi, and Jackrabbit.



Digital Advertising/Marketing agencies may provide a manual or automated approach to
bidding on behalf of their Supplier clients. These companies typically provide other related
services to Suppliers such as digital marketing, design, and analysis/consulting. Examples of
this type of company include Net Affinity, HeBS, WIHP.



Most CRSs and channel managers do not currently offer bidding tools, but they often
contract with providers who do, thereby enabling their client properties to leverage such
services.

Bidding should not necessarily be focused on winning the top spot. Owning the lead position may
be desirable (and valuable) in terms of branding, but it does not usually result in the best returns.
Similarly, hotels should not focus exclusively on the returns. At first glance, a 50:1 return on ad
spend (ROAS) may sound good, but as the ROAS goes up, the booking volume generally goes
down, so more viable strategies usually center on optimizing the ratio of revenue volume vs. ad
spend, or achieving a certain Share of Voice (SOV) milestone. Each provider type mentioned above
may provide different business models to suit a Supplier’s business, but typical arrangements
include a flat fee or a commission per booking along with set-up and monthly management fees.
A number of factors will inform the decision of which connectivity and bidding options (and which
providers) are the best match for a given Supplier. These factors include whether the Supplier is an
independent property or part of a group, the likely volume of messages and bookings, budget, the
service level required, the markets the Supplier serves, and the geographic location(s) of the
Supplier with consideration for languages/currencies etc.

ALGORITHMS
An Algorithm is simply a logical process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other
problem-solving operations, especially by a computer. Every Meta site utilizes proprietary
algorithms. For example, one type of Meta site may use an algorithm which determines how hotels
are ordered as they are displayed to the consumer. Another type may be used to determine how
the Online Distribution Channels are ordered within each hotel listing. Typical variables that an
algorithm may take into account include:


Default ordering of properties based on geography and value (outside of filters)



Impact of past searches skewing location based results. In some cases, suburban searches
may be closer to a nearby major city based on past searches.
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eCPC – the brand or property’s overall popularity and revenue generating value to the Meta
site.



Rate – offering the lowest rate does not always ensure top placement, but for some Meta
sites could be a key factor



Highest bid – bid for placement opportunities/options mean that a higher rate may take the
top spot



Booking conversion and website performance statics for the CPC

CONNECTIVITY
Most Meta sites openly encourage Suppliers to actively participate in their websites. This
participation requires the live feed of rates and availability data for a given search. Such live feeds
require connectivity for which there are two options:
1.

Direct via a server to server API (e.g. meta site to chains’ proprietary CRS)

2. Indirectly via a 3

rd

party technology provider (e.g. meta site to hotel’s 3

rd

party CRS,

connectivity provider, or channel manager)
To implement Option 1 the Supplier must build a direct technical connection via an API to feed live
rates to the Meta site. Once built, this connection is automated and requires limited manual
intervention. The downsides to direct connections are that they require technical competence and a
significant initial investment to establish as well as significant ongoing investments to maintain.

The alternative to direct connections is Option 2, in which a Supplier uses a third party to deliver
rates and availability data on its behalf. These third party companies can be loosely categorized as
follows:


Connectivity Providers – generally connect at the CRS level and therefore must be able to
facilitate or handle the large volumes of messages that would otherwise flow directly
between a CRS and the Meta site. These providers offer fully automated connections.



Channel Managers – generally connect at the property (PMS) level and therefore must be
able to accommodate a connection between many different PMSs and the Meta site. Channel
Managers may offer automated connections for some Suppliers, but for others, they require
ongoing manual input and management by the Suppliers.



Third Party CRS – these companies offer CRS services to smaller chains and independent
properties that have decided not to support or operate their own CRS. The third party CRSs
aggregate these properties on a single, shared platform.
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CONSIDERATIONS
Suppliers may connect their availability details, static hotel content, and bidding information to the
Meta sites by several different methods. Most hotel companies that operate their own CRS as well
as many of those companies that provide distribution services for hotels (e.g. PMSs, CRSs,
connectivity providers, channel managers, bid management companies, and other technology
intermediaries) have built API connectivity to the most common Meta sites.
The level of complexity and the extent of resources required to effectively manage the connections
between Suppliers and Meta sites is significant. Some of the key considerations are:


Standards: Currently there is no standard interface for either ARI or bidding connectivity
that is common to different Meta sites. Some Meta sites’ APIs are based on the Open Travel
Alliance format, while others have their own bespoke interface, but all are unique and require
an Online Distribution Channel to maintain multiple, distinct connections.



Push/Pull: A few Meta sites may require a “push” of rates and availability data that they store
locally, but most Meta Sites “pull” from or “shop” the Online Distribution Channels for the
rates and availability data, possibly necessitating that the Online Distribution Channels build
(or build to) a new API.



Message Volume Considerations: In the majority of cases, Meta sites are pulling data (often
passing along their consumers’ live requests), so the Online Distribution Channels’ systems
must be prepared for potentially enormous message volumes.



Rate Accuracy: Rate accuracy is a very important consideration. Some Meta sites require
that the rates they receive be consistent with the rates on the relevant booking engine at a
level of 95% or greater. Additionally, price discrepancy between multiple Online Distribution
Channels on the Meta site may negatively impact conversion.

CONSUMER BOOKING OPTIONS
Once a consumer has decided on a particular property, he will typically select from amongst several
booking options that may or may not offer the same rate:


Hotel Website Direct



Major Brand and Boutique OTA



White Label OTA



FIT/Wholesaler/Bed Banks Official Resale Website



Miscellaneous OTA
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HOTEL WEBSITE DIRECT
Suppliers’ greatest incentive to work with Meta sites is the potential for driving direct bookings and
therefore owning the customer relationship and data. The Supplier provides the Meta company with
a deep link that will deliver the consumer to the Supplier’s preferred landing page. The deep link
pre-populates the Supplier’s booking form with the consumer’s search criteria including arrival and
departure dates, number of guests, etc.
Key considerations are:


Default Landing Page: There are two types of landing pages to which Suppliers can redirect
consumers. The first is a page with the specific hotel and rate selected by the consumer in
the Meta site. Results. The benefit for this method is it simplifies the process for the
consumer reducing the likelihood that he will abandon the reservation. The second type is
booking availability results page. The benefits for this option are the ability to upsell or
promote specials. In either case, the booking form will be pre-populated with basic booking
details and may even include requisite identifiers for the Meta site such as an IATA number.



Upgrade Options. By owning the consumers experience, Suppliers have the opportunity to
offer various upgrade options and package deals. They can utilize other ancillary revenue
generating technology solutions to increase the consumer spend.

When consumers book directly on the hotel’s website, the advantages to the Supplier are plentiful.
Consumers linked from Meta sites are already considered to be deep in the booking funnel. Brand
websites that are highly functional and easy to use will drive higher conversion rates. Consumers
can enter their loyalty rewards membership number within the booking form or even enroll, if they
wish, in the Supplier’s loyalty program. Consumers may feel that booking at the brand’s website
offers them the highest level of confidence. Research shows that a majority of consumers prefer to
book with the hotel directly. “When everything is the same, we observed a meaningful bias to
Suppliers (hotels). This continues to exist in scenarios where the Supplier is more expensive. A 1%
difference in the rate only had a small impact on the selection rate of Suppliers. Only when there
was a 10% difference in price did the selection rate begin to even out.”

6

6

Koddi.com, June 2015; Rate, Position, and Brand Preference in Metasearch; Nicolas Ward
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MAJOR BRAND AND BOUTIQUE OTA
The major online travel agency groups, Priceline and Expedia, have consistently increased their
marketing dollars for Metasearch. At least one of their major brands (Booking.com, Hotels.com,
Travelocity.com, etc.) is likely to own the top spot for any given Meta site search. When a consumer
selects a rate offered by an OTA she is typically redirected to a landing page that contains the
specific rate for the property/dates shopped. The page may also include a listing of upgrade
options for other room types, deals, or package offerings. The consumer clicks on the “book” button
for a specific rate and lands on the OTA’s booking page pre-populated with the relevant booking
and rate details, and she may optionally log into her account so that her profile may be attached to
the booking. Bookings made via an OTA do not provide to the Supplier any indication that the
consumer emanated from a specific Meta, but only that it was delivered by the specific OTA.

17

WHITE LABEL OTA
Some Meta sites partner with one or more specific OTAs whereby their rate offerings can be
positioned as the Meta site’s. The Meta-branded rate offering will usually be identical to the lowest
rate of a specific OTA partner. If the consumer clicks on the Meta offering he is passed to a white
label booking form provided by the OTA partner.
The purpose of the white label booking form is to keep the consumer on that Meta in the hope that
he will book other services (e.g. airfare, car rental, etc. if offered). As with other booking options,
the booking form will be pre-populated with relevant booking details and at the conclusion of the
booking process, the booking is routed to the Supplier in the same manner as the noted above for
the Online Travel Agencies, and the consumer remains on the Meta site. Bookings made via an OTA
white label booking form do not provide the Supplier with an indication that the consumer
emanated from a specific Meta, only that the booking was delivered by the partner OTA brand.
.
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FIT/WHOLESALER/BED BANKS OFFICIAL RESALE WEBSITE
FIT official resale websites now commonly advertise on Meta sites creating a potential challenge for
hotel companies, as these sites have a tendency to reduce their margin resulting in rates below the
market price established by the hotel.

MISCELLANEOUS OTA
Meta sites create marketing opportunities for a wide variety of miscellaneous online travel agencies
some of which can bring rate parity and brand challenges for hotels. Two types, “Rogue” OTAs and
membership sites, deserve specific mention.
“Rogue" travel websites are regional independent websites that typically pull rates from a
wholesaler directly, an affiliated wholesale reseller, or as part of an affiliate marketing program.
These sites do not have a direct agreement with the hotel and are usually unknown to the hotel
company. To complicate matters, there can be multiple layers of resellers involved resulting in the
hotel contracted supplier not being aware of source of the data resulting in rate amounts well below
the median price of all Online Distribution Systems.
Membership websites provide consumers discounted rates once they become members. If the
membership sites provide the discounted value as part of their meta results, consumers may be
misled regarding the opportunity or may be enticed to book via a new distribution channel.
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METASEARCH “INSTANT” OR “FACILITATED” BOOKING
Some Meta sites have introduced facilitated booking capabilities. These are different from the white
label OTAs described above because Online Booking Channels compete per user session for their
rates to be sold on the Meta site. The booking processes are intended to increase conversion by
reducing the friction (especial on mobile devices) of switching between different websites and
enabling the consumer to stay on the Meta’s site to complete the booking. The Meta is not the
actual seller or merchant of record, but it facilitates the booking on behalf of an OTA or the
Supplier. The consumer is provided details on the selected Online Distribution Channel that is
handling the booking, whether it is an OTA or the Supplier.
Online Distribution Channels compete in a bidding process to “win” the instant booking spot on the
Meta’s site. When a consumer selects the instant booking option, the Meta presents her with rates
supplied by the winner. When the consumer chooses the room and rate, she is then taken to a
booking form to capture profile and payment details. After the booking is completed, the Meta
transmits all reservation details to the winning Channel. The Meta site controls the consumer’s entire
user experience, and the Online Distribution Channel that won the bid manages the API
functionality. While personal details including name and credit card (to be charged by Supplier or
OTA) are provided by the consumer, the consumer may also be solicited to create a profile on the
Meta site to streamline future bookings.
Bookings made directly to the Supplier via an instant or facilitated process should include source of
the booking (the Meta site); however, bookings made through an OTA would likely not reflect the
Meta’s involvement.

THE RISE OF MOBILE
“Nearly nine in 10 (87%) U.S. travelers now own a smartphone, and six in 10 (59%) own a tablet.”

7

The increase in mobile device usage illuminates opportunities for the travel industry to improve and
streamline both the research and the booking processes on small screens.

7

PhocusWright, Jan 2015; Devices and General Mobile Web Activity, Traveler Technology Survey 2014
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Although mobile is becoming an increasingly important source of traffic for Meta sites, the
monetization of that traffic on smartphones still trails that of desktops. The main reason for this is
that when researching travel, the smaller screen size limits the amount of information that can be
conveyed at one time. Furthermore, hand-off issues that occur while navigating to an Online
Distribution Channel’s website impacts a consumer’s perception of ease of use thereby reducing
conversion. Instant or facilitated bookings on mobile have been identified as a way to reduce this
friction, and there has been a focus on research around streamlining interactive voice processing
and one-click booking to simplify the mobile booking process.

CONSIDERATIONS
The obvious value and appeal of metasearch to consumers is its ability to aggregate in a single
place and search results from multiple sources. There are many elements that should be analyzed
when selecting or working with a Meta site. The following major elements should be closely
considered as Suppliers and other Online Distribution Channels work with Meta sites.
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RATE PARITY
Meta sites enable Suppliers to proactively flush out rate parity issues. There are many reasons for
instances of rate non-parity:


Unfamiliar/unknown OTAs, especially those working on a regional basis or serving niche
markets



Disruptive pricing practices, often as a result of unauthorized wholesale rates being offered
to unintended general audiences.



Displaying “Qualified” rates to the public without controlling qualification requirements. (e.g.
offering a AAA rate without requiring proof of membership to book)



Rate inaccuracies due to loading errors, a stale cache, system response problems, inaccurate
sourcing of rates such as screen scraping etc.



Incomplete rates—sometimes-integral elements of rates such as taxes or fees are
deliberately withheld to enable favorable positioning.



Unbundling of taxes and fees and confusion regarding regulations governing whether rates
are to be inclusive or exclusive



Timing of when the total rate is shown, i.e. within the initial search results or at the final
booking form.

Many of these problems result in customer service issues that may damage consumers’ perception
of the brand/property, quality image, and/or the real value of Meta as a means of simplifying the
research process.
One additional point to note is that inclusive hotel strategic pricing is moving away from "rate
parity" and adding more complex fences in a shift toward micro-targeted direct-to-consumer
pricing. Although still in a state of flux, recent rulings have put rate parity clauses in online travel
agency agreements in question. For example, a recent agreement (April 2015) between
booking.com and the Swedish, French and Italian Competition Authorities held that “[…]
Booking.com may not require that the room prices that hotels offer on Booking.com are the same
as or lower than the prices they offer via Booking.com's competitors. This restores competition
between online travel agencies.” Shortly thereafter (June 2015), the French National Assembly
“moved to cancel rate parity clauses in contracts between hotels and online travel agencies [… and
...] tosses into the air the agreement […] between Booking.com and the French competition
authority.”

While the impact that these rulings may have on hotels and OTAs is unknown,

regardless of the final outcome, the big winners with the evolution of pricing are consumers and
metasearch companies.
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Swedish Competitive Authority, Commitments given by Booking.com benefit consumers, April 21, 2015. Additional resource: Roschier Review: EU & Competition Law

Review 29 April 2015, Swedish Competition Authority approves commitments offered by Booking.com
1

TNooz Jun 19, 2015, French parliament kills rate parity, and Booking predicts hotel price war
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CONFUSING ALGORITHMS
The time is long gone when the lowest rate offering from the Supplier might reasonably be
expected to nab the top placement in a Meta’s search results. Very complex algorithms now
determine how Meta sites’ search results are ordered. Each Meta has its own proprietary algorithm.

SEARCH FILTERS AND FUNCTIONS
Some Meta sites allow searching by address, property name, chain name or parent company while
others offer heat maps, neighborhood searches, their own interpretation of geocodes etc. A
Supplier and other Online Distribution Channels must understand how and when they show up on a
Meta.

OTA POPUP ADS
Some Meta sites still offer individual OTA popup ads in windows that are separate from the Meta
search results. Consumers may have the option to deactivate these popups for each individual
search.

ACCURATE CONTENT
A common challenge for all parties is maintaining the quality and accuracy of content, especially
when a property has recently been re-branded or has undergone renovations. Accurate
representation of a hotel is essential to driving traffic and converting bookings.


Meta sites collect properties’ descriptive content and images from a variety of sources
including OTA partners, hotel companies, technology companies that offer content services
(IcePortal, Leonardo, Lanyon, etc.), or even screen-scraping.



Meta sites may present content that is different than that of the brand website, and it may
be authored by OTA partners or by the Meta sites themselves.



Meta sites may utilize user-generated content that needs to be monitored by the Supplier.



Suppliers are responsible for knowing how a specific Meta collects or receives descriptive
content/images and knowing the frequency and method of updates. This is particularly
important given the regularity with which properties are re-flagged (re-branded). Property
reflagging is often a slow process across the various Online Distribution Channels unless the
Supplier is proactive and diligent.



Reviews and star ratings are usually based on feedback from OTAs that may have their own
unique algorithms.
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SYSTEMS
Supplier systems are flooded with shopping requests that create performance issues during peak
periods and require investment and monitoring. This may result in slow responses or even timeouts,
and it almost certainly diverts resources away from internal needs. Growing look-to-book ratios
substantiate the challenges of the dynamic nature of this environment.

USER INTERFACE CHANGES
Meta sites are constantly refining their user interfaces not only to improve ease of use for
consumers, but also to optimize their own revenue generating potential with their Supplier and OTA
partners. Some of these changes can actually make searching more difficult for the consumer as
brands can be buried. The lowest rate offered may be overshadowed by a higher rate as a result of
aggressive bidding. Suppliers need to build relationships with Meta companies to stay on top of UI
changes and their impact.
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SUMMARY
Metasearch has evolved over the past five years to become one of the leading online travel
solutions for consumers and has resulted in a significant change to the online hotel sales ecosystem.
As of April, 2015 metasearch daily visits have increased 26% over the year prior.
Metasearch popularity amongst consumers has grown quickly due to its ease of use and its
efficiency as a one-stop shop enabling a search for hotel rates across multiple channels in global
markets. This efficiency results in higher conversion rates by bringing qualified customers to an
Online Distribution Channel website, whether it be the Supplier’s own site or a third-party site such
as an OTA. Once the consumer arrives, the Channel has the potential to capture incremental
revenue by offering upsells and creating brand loyalty. Furthermore, metasearch should be an
integral part of a hotel’s distribution strategy and is a vital tool for Suppliers to actively manage
because it can drive direct bookings, grow brand awareness, potentially lower distribution costs
relative to the margin negotiated, and enable research to uncover rate parity/loading issues.
Back in the days of Sidestep, metasearch was interesting, but also very simple. In the intervening
years, metasearch has become a truly essential element of everyone's distribution strategy, but it's
also become increasingly complex with new functions and new business models, and therefore has
raised many debates. The future of metasearch within the online travel ecosystem relies on the
evolution, adoption of consumer behavior trends from seamless payment methods to a streamlined
booking process, and pricing regulations. Regardless of your position on metasearch, knowledge is
power.

“The important thing is not to stop questioning.” – Albert
Einstein
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